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Subject Summer 1 Summer 2 
Reading Using the text The Shark Caller by Zillah Bethall 

- Identify settings and predict events that are likely to happen  
- Make predictions about how known characters might behave in an unfamiliar place 
- Extract information from the text 
- Locate information using skimming and scanning 
- Decide on a question that needs answering and locate the answer in a non-fiction book 
- Use of non-fiction features to find information from the text 
- Discuss the actions and relationships of the main characters and justify views using evidence from the text 
- Discuss the way that characters respond in a dilemma and make deductions about their motives and feelings  
- Discuss the relationship between characters based on dialogue 
- Discuss the relationship between what characters say and do – do they always reveal what they are thinking?  
- Empathise with different characters’ points of view 
- Identify the use of descriptive and expressive language to build a fuller picture of a character 
- Discuss moods, feelings and attitudes using inference and deduction 
- Identify themes and conventions in a wide range of books 

Writing Using the text Malala’s Magic Pencil by Malala Yousafzai 
- Use expanded noun phrases to convey complicated 

information precisely 
- Use commas to clarify meaning or avoid ambiguity in 

writing 
- Extend range of sentences with more than one clause 

by using a wider range of conjunctions 
- Link ideas across paragraphs using adverbials of time, 

place and number 
- Use brackets, dashes or commas to indicate parenthesis 
- Write in consistent tense using a range of verb forms 
- Use formal language appropriately. 

Using the text There’s a Viking in my Bed by Jeremy Strong 
- Begin to use a wider range of techniques such as recap, 

repetition of a catchphrase, humour; some use of 
dialogue to entertain and engage the reader  

- Develop characterisation by showing the reader what 
characters say and do and how they feel and react at 
different points in the story 

- Evaluate the effectiveness of their own and others’ 
writing 

- Use a wide range of devices to build cohesion across 
paragraphs using adverbs and adverbial phrases 

- Use relative clauses to add detail and description 
- Use adverbs and modal verbs to show degrees of 

possibility 
- Use brackets, dashes and commas to indicate 

parenthesis 
- Use of commas to clarify meaning or avoid ambiguity 
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Maths - Read and write decimal numbers as fractions 
- Recognise and use thousandths and relate them to 

tenths, hundredths and decimal equivalents 
- Round decimals with two decimal places to the nearest 

whole number and to one decimal place 
- Read, write, order and compare numbers with up to 

three decimal places 
- Solve problems involving number up to three decimal 

places 
- Recognise the per cent symbol (%) and understand that 

per cent relates to ‘number of parts per hundred’, and 
write percentages as a fraction with denominator 100, 
and as a decimal 

- Solve problems which require knowing percentage and 
decimal equivalents and those fractions with a 
denominator of a multiple of 10 or 25. 

- Convert between different units of metric measure 
understand and use approximate equivalences between 
metric units and common imperial units such as inches, 
pounds and pints 

- Measure and calculate the perimeter of composite 
rectilinear shapes in centimetres and metres 

- Calculate and compare the area of rectangles and 
estimate the area of irregular shapes 

- Estimate volume and capacity 
- Solve problems involving converting between units of 

time 
- Use all four operations to solve problems involving 

measure  

- Identify 3-D shapes, including cubes and other cuboids, 
from 2-D representations 

- Know angles are measured in degrees: estimate and 
compare acute, obtuse and reflex angles 

- Draw given angles, and measure them in degrees 
- Identify angles at a point and one whole turn, angles at a 

point on a straight line and half a turn, and other 
multiples of 90 degrees 

- Use the properties of rectangles to deduce related facts 
and find missing lengths and angle 

- Distinguish between regular and irregular polygons 
based on reasoning about equal sides and angles. 

- Identify, describe and represent the position of a shape 
following a reflection or translation, using the 
appropriate language, and know that the shape has not 
changed. 

- Solve comparison, sum and difference problems using 
information presented in a line graph 

- Complete, read and interpret information in tables, 
including timetables. 

Science Properties and changes of materials  
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- Compare and group together everyday materials on the 
basis of their properties, including their hardness, 
solubility, transparency, conductivity (electrical and 
thermal), and response to magnets 

- Know that some materials will dissolve in liquid to form 
a solution, and describe how to recover a substance 
from a solution 

- Use knowledge of solids, liquids and gases to decide 
how mixtures might be separated, including through 
filtering, sieving and evaporating 

- Give reasons, based on evidence from comparative and 
fair tests, for the particular uses of everyday materials, 
including metals, wood and plastic 

- Demonstrate that dissolving, mixing and changes of 
state are reversible changes 

- Explain that some changes result in the formation of 
new materials, and that this kind of change is not 
usually reversible, including changes associated with 
burning and the action of acid on bicarbonate of soda. 

Computing Handling Data 
- Observe the difference in logging continuous and snap 

shot data  

- Plan an investigation based on comparison of ice 
melting and tea cooling. 

Multimedia 
- Consider their keyboard and text editing skills and how 

to improve them. 
- Consider ways in which websites and other digital 

advertising use persuasion and collect ideas on a 
collaborative tool. 

- Plan an advertising campaign and use an appropriate 
presentation tool to share with their ‘customer’. 

Programming 
- Create a program to teach the computer to draw a 

range of regular polygons, using Logo programming 
language  

- Use their procedures to create patterns of repeating 
regular polygons 
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- Consider what will makes a presentation interesting. 
History How have the Anglo Saxons and Vikings shaped modern life? 

- Know that by 600 AD, England was divided into small 
Anglo Saxon kingdoms each ruled by a king. 

- Understand that historians found have many Anglo 
Saxon artefacts in graves, quite famously at Sutton Hoo, 
that have told us about Anglo Saxon life. 

- Know that the Vikings came from the countries we now 
call Norway, Sweden and Denmark and the Anglo 
Saxons were living in Britain at the time. 

- Know that in 793 AD, the Vikings raided Lindisfarne, 
causing destruction and death and stealing gold and 
silver. 

- Understand that there was a long struggle between 
the Anglo-Saxons and the Vikings for control of Britain 
through raids and invasions.  

- Understand that the Vikings wished to conquer Britain 
for its wealth and because of overpopulation in their 
home countries. 

- Explain the differences between the Anglo Saxon and 
Viking way of life and modern living 

- Understand that Alfred the Great and Athelstan (the 
first king of England) were Anglo Saxon kings who 
resisted the Vikings. Alfred the Great encouraged peace 
so that the English and the Vikings could live and settle 
together. 

- Explain why Britain resisted the Anglo Saxon and Viking 
invasion. 

 

Geography  Why are there pineapples in Chester? 
- Explore a range of food from a supermarket, looking at 

where it has come from around the world. 
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- Understand that the UK does not produce certain foods, 
due to different factors such as climate, which is why we 
import them 

- Understand what import and export means and the 
various means by which it happens. 

- Look at a different areas of land in Brazil and understand 
that plantations form a different land use in Brazil, using 
Digimaps and Google Earth to zoom in on the land 

- Understand the journey food takes from Brazil to get to 
the UK and follow that journey on a map, using 
measuring tools to measure distances. 

- Understand the implications of importing food on the 
climate by revisiting carbon footprint and pollution 
linked to air travel. 

- Explore the concept of Fairtrade and what that means 
for farmers 

Physical Education Kwik Cricket - play competitive games, modified where 
appropriate and apply basic principles suitable for attacking and 
defending 

 
Dance - perform dances using a range of movement patterns 
 

Orienteering - take part in outdoor and adventurous activity 
challenges both individually and within a team 

 
Rounders - play competitive games, modified where appropriate 
and apply basic principles suitable for attacking and defending 

 
Canoeing - take part in outdoor and adventurous activity 
challenges both individually and within a team 

Art  Painting and pointillism 
- Learn about Georges Seurat is and his work, discussing 

personal thoughts and feelings about his art. 
- Understand and describe what pointillism is.  
- Experiment with a range of pointillist techniques. 
- Understand how to mix colours to create secondary and 

tertiary colours.  
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- Identify pairs of complementary colours.  
- Create a final piece of art using paint, mixing colours and 

using pointillism techniques. 
Design & 
Technology 

Design and make a model shelter, designed to withstand 
natural disasters and extreme weather. 

- Research existing building structures and how some are 
being designed to cope with extreme weathers 

- Choose from a range of materials that will serve a 
purpose, e.g. waterproof, strong. 

- Understand that some shapes are stronger than others 
when it comes to building structures, i.e. triangles. 

- Understand that a strong and sturdy building needs 
strong foundations. 

- Make a model building working in teams, incorporating 
their research and knowledge about materials 

 

 What is the Baha’i faith? 
- Explore some of the key concepts and main figures of 

the Baha’i Faith. 
- Explore the teaching of Unity. 
- Explain who the Bab and Baha’u’llah were in relation to 

the Baha’i Faith.  
- Describe the Festival of Ridvan and understand why it is 

important to Baha’is.  

What do we learn about peace through different faiths and 
beliefs? 

- Revisit different faiths and how peace is demonstrated 
or expressed in these faiths 

- Compare and evaluate different faiths and their 
approach to peace 

- Form personal opinions on how peace is expressed 
within religions and the wider world 

PSHCE First aid 
- Understand what a head injury is and the symptoms of 

a mild or serious head injury 
- Know how to help someone with a head injury, 

including calling 999 if it is serious. 
- Know how to put someone in the recover position 
- Understand how to do CPR and that it must never be 

performed on someone who is awake 
- Understand how to evacuate in emergency scenarios. 

E-Safety 

Health 
- Understand the characteristics of a poor diet and risks 

associated with unhealthy eating. 
- Understand the importance of personal hygiene and 

how bacteria, viruses and germs are spread and treated. 
- Understand how and when to seek support if a child has 

worries about their health. 
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- Build on knowledge of how to keep safe online, by 
making right choices 

- Understand that images put on the internet can often 
not be removed 

- Understand that sending images to someone cannot be 
reversed. 

- Understand what images are, and what are not, 
appropriate to send 

- Understand how peer pressure can sometimes make us 
make the wrong choices. 

SRE 
- Understand key facts about puberty and the changing 

adolescent body, including physical and emotional 
changes. 

- Understand key facts about the menstrual cycle and 
sperm production. 

- Know about the importance of good hygiene practices 
during puberty. 

Safeguarding 
- Understand what is meant by the term ‘consent’ 
- Understand that everyone has the right to personal 

space and boundaries 
- Understand what is meant by inappropriate touch and 

how to deal with inappropriate situations 
- Understand that if you, or someone else, says no to 

something happening, it means no, and should not be 
ignored or have to be repeated. 

MFL Numbers to 100 
Quel âge a (ton père)? 
Il a quarante (40) ans 
Identifying and using numbers to 100.  
 
Town 
Qu’est-ce qu’il y a en ville? 
Il y a un parc / une gare / des magasins 
Où vas-tu (le lundi) ? 
Je vais au parc / à la gare / aux magasins 
mais je ne vais pas à l’école 
 
Places in town un / une (a) and des (some) 
Using il y a for there is – there are 
Using je vais + preposition to say where I go 
Learning the days of the week 
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Using the negative form je ne vais pas as well as the right conjunction (et – mais)  to extend sentences 
Music Theme: Vikings.  

Focus: Research into Ancient Viking instruments and Nordic music.  
- Create Viking themed tableaus to represent Viking adventurers setting sail/arriving at a new land.  
- Focus on strong/driving repeated rhythms using percussion instruments and vocal chants accompanied by the instruments.  
- Critically appraise each other’s work using correct musical vocabulary. 


